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Attributes and Stability of the Simplicity Application
Doctor to Patient Satisfaction
When incorporating any sort of new engineering right into a hospital environment it's vital that
you request �What are the features and rewards of this technologies?� and �Is it secure
and protected?� You can set your head at ease with ease!

HIPAA Compliant Texting
Totally Cellular, Simple to Use, and Several Language Possibilities

The convenience mobile application doesn't need any challenging dashboards, infrastructure,
or components; and no want to be chained to some desktop. Download the application in your
cellular device and send customized texts, photos and videos to patients� family members
from anyplace within the medical center, producing an unparalleled level of inclusion and
transparency which includes never been seen prior to in medication. Individuals create a
network of loved ones to get all of the updates you send out. You then simply scan a
patient�s wrist band bar code and might share a real-time, HIPAA compliant text information,
photograph, or short online video clip from your working room. You are able to also choose
from the assortment of pre-formed messages in 9 languages or choose a language and also
your pre-translated messages will seem in English for you personally to pick and send.

Real-time Feedback, Surveying, and Basis Donations

Family members can like, coronary heart, and thank the nurses in real-time for their messages
easily Reactions emojis. Nurses feel appreciated for sending messages and join with their
sufferers in a total new way. Simplicity permit you to not merely talk to your family members,
but in addition measure pleasure stages instantaneously and difficulty fix any troubles that
come up. No need to attend months for the benefits of an in-home paper study. Simplicity
surveys are customizable and allow you to definitely study your families immediately since the
approach is occurring. Relieve also presents you an entire new approach to achieve possible
donors since they display their appreciation for this service. Relieve provides recipients the
chance to donate towards the hospital�s foundation right while in the application.

End-to -End Encryption

Relieve abides from the same overall health care laws (HIPAA) that the medical center or
facility employs to keep safeguarded well being details safe. Simplicity employs 256-bit
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encryption at rest as well as in transit (the identical level of safety employed by banking
companies and credit card organizations) to shield all communications.

Highest Amount of Compliance

Ease continues to be architected to utilize SOC-2 qualified platforms to the infrastructure and
mobile apps. In addition, the system has experienced several impartial assessments to
validate stability and compliance.

All Messages Deleted

Simplicity messages last for 60 seconds ahead of they may be deleted in the recipient�s
device after viewing. In addition, all messages by default are deleted from our servers over a
nightly basis. You can not preserve any of the texts, photographs or films for your gadget.

Patient satisfaction is currently inside the palm of the palms! Relieve is developed to help you
you improve client encounter and engagement via interaction. Appreciate a large variety of
characteristics about the easy-to-use, entirely safe app-EASE!

EASE Applications provides a way for Doctors to Increase Doctor to Patient Satisfaction.
EASE allows Doctors to Send HIPAA compliant text updates to your families from the
operating room, NICU, ICU and medical floor with EASE.


